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FIGHTING
FALCONS
ft
LY-OVER GAME
By Shannon E. Kolkerly

quarters and the national
headquarters
in
', Washington, U.C. and
■ finding a supporting Air
Force unit. Jankowski
said.
" the big thing is that this
isn't something that
happens everyday,
and its a recog- ni t ion

UANtGING EDITOR

University students and
alumiii will have a unique
experience while attending
Saturday's,
Homecoming
game.
Alumni Major Mike
Timbrook
and
Lieutenant
Colonel

i Rick

Liebich will fly two I
16 Fighting Falcons over i
Doyt Perry Stadium.
The fly-over,
which
will
immediately follow till'
national'
anthem, will
offerstudentsasenseofpatrio- i
tism and awareness of military
presence on campus, said
Technical Sergeant Maryanne |
Jankowski, a recruiter lor the
Air National (iuard.
Timbrook, of Perrysburg,
graduated from the University
with his bachelor's degree in
aerotechnology in 1992 and his
master's degree in education
in 1995. He is currently the
chief of safety for the 112th
Fighter Squadron in the Ohio
National Guard and is a full-time
F-16 fighter pilot.
. Liebich, also of Perrysburg,
graduated from the University in
1985 with his bachelors' degree in
electronic technology. I le is currently a airline pilot with United
Airlines and serves as the 112th
Fighter Squadron Commander.
Saturday will mark the last flight
of Uibich's 20-plus year career as
he retires from the Ohio Air
National Guard.
"Most universities are only permitted one [fly-overl a year,"
Timbrook said. "It's not something people get every day. If you
can put it on the day of a big
event, it will make the event that
much bigger."
The approval process for holding a fly-over is lengthy, requiring
approval from the state head-

(I

process," Timbrook said.
"There probably is a lot of
. military members and
k people who have
served sitting In
the stands
and especially in recognition with
what happened in the last
year with Sept. 11."
Homecoming
was
picked because of its size
and there are a lot
alumni that are Air
National Guard
ROTC members
that will be
partici-

pating in recruitini
tables and boodis.
Jankowski said.
"I guess you
could say
it gives a ,
sense of|
pride In
the school." Timbrook said
"It's kind of flattering in a
way, but in a way I just J
downplay it, because most •
people don't care who I am I
anyway... it's just an alumni coining back to do a flyover, which is pretty cool."
"I think the people out
here in the aviation program, in the military or
even students can see that
whether you're a BGSU

Army to participate
in half-time game
After spending countless
Falcon football games on the
sidelines, the cheerleaders
and the Army Reserved
Officer Training Corps are
finally getting a chance to
play.
The two groups will face
off against each other in a
game of touch football during halftime at Saturday's
I lomecoming game.
The event is the first of its
kind, according to l.t. Jeff
Klimowicz of ROTC, who
organized the event alongside cheerleading advisor
Valerie Faley.
"Maybe thisTI be a new tradition," Klimowicz said.
The exhibition match is
just one more way for the
cheerleaders and ROTC to
show school spirit, he said.
"They already do pushups, and the ROTC fires the
cannon," Klimowicz said.
"Hut we'd like to do something bigger each year."
The idea came from l.t. CL
Richard Laughlin, the head
of Army ROTC, and a former
Division I quarterback.
"He's a big fan of football,"
Klimowicz said.
But the project involves
more than just the cheerleading squad and the ROTC,
according to Klimowicz.
I here's been a lot of support from the athletic program," he said. "The game's
going to be covered by the PA
system and all that stuff."
But who ends up winning
the exhibition match is not
important — school spirit is
the final goal.
"We just want to get die
crowd going and help cheer
on die team." Klimowicz
said. "Because that's what it's
all about."

"It's kind of flattering in
a way, but in a way I
just down play it,
because most people
don't care who lam
anyway... it's just an
alumni coming back to
do a fly-over, which is
pretty cool."
MAJOR MIKE TIMBROOK.
ALUMNUS

grad or not, you can see the sense
of progression," Jankowski said.
I mean, get your degree and
the world's out there for y in."
According to Timbrook, the
aviation career field that students go through is one of the
most difficult programs that
the University offers. "You
don't just leave with your
four-year degree and get a
job. In order to be an airline
:
pilot, you have to have thousands of hours."
"Being able to do the flyover here as an alumni is probably motivation for a lot of
those students to
understand that
it's
possib le ,
with

ll

LIEUTENANT COLONEL RICK LIEBICH
HOME TOWN: Perrysburg, Ohio
HIGH SCHOOL Perrysburg H.S. (1980)
COLLEGE: Bowling Green State University (1985)
DEGREE: Bachelor's in Electronic Technology
OCCUPATION: Airline pilot for United Airlines
MILITARY: Ohio National Guard Chief of Safety 112th Fighter

Squadron
PERSONAL Married to Laurie
CHILDREN: Kelly. Lauren and Caitlyn

[ i in e,

to be
s u c -

cessful."
In addition to die fly-over,
the Air Force ROTC will
give a color guard presentation, meaning
the presentation of
the American flag
and the Air Force flag
protected on each side by an
armed cadet.
"I think students need to be
more aware of the opportunities
available to them and one them
being the Air National (iuard,"
Jankowski said.
For more information about
the fly-over or the Air National
(iuard
program,
contact
Maryanne
lankowski
on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at (419)
372-2170.

Police alert U. to
on-campus rape

Die campus police have
issued die third crime report
this semester concerning
rape/sexual assault.
On Sept. 29 a University
student reported that she
was sexually assaulted by a
male acquaintance in her
Batchelder residence hall
room. A suspect has been
identified, and the incident is
under investigation.

MAJOR MIKE TIMBROOK
HOME TOWN: Perrysburg, Ohio
HIGH SCHOOL Anthony Wayne (1985)
COLLEGE: Bowling Green State University (1992,1995)
DEGREE: Bachelor's in Aerotechnology
Master's in Education
OCCUPATION: Full-time fighter pilot
MILITARY: Ohio National Guard Chief of Safety 112th Fighter
Squadron
PERSONAL Married to Barb
CHILDREN: Garretl, Bridget and Dillon

U. professors discuss possible invasion of Iraq
By Greg Kohlrieser
«(P0BI!R

To invade or not to invade.
That was
the question
Wfednesday night during "Ready
for War?", a panel discussion
hosted by the International
Relations Organization.
The four panelists argued the
various aspects and consequences of an attack on Saddam
Hussein's regime in Iraq.
Professor Mark Simon, chair of
the University's political science
department, began the debate by
answering the quesdon posed in
the debate's tide. "I think the Bush
Administration is ready for war,"
he said. "They've been ready for a
while."
II the United States does in fact
decide to invade Iraq, the looming question is will it be unilaterally, or multi-laterally? "Twothirds of the public would rather

do this with approval of the U.N. provide a quick fix for a currently
sluggish economy. Douglas, an
or its allies," Simon said.
The United States' action associate professor of economics,
against Iraq will speak volumes also stressed that in the long run,
on the world stage. An invasion of though, die effects could be negIraq is not the only option of the ative, depending on how long the
United States, although there arc war lasts.
many indications that President
Douglas (minted out that the
Bush may in fact choose to do economic factors are important,
just that.
but they will probably not be the
Simon also argued that per- deciding factor of whether or not
haps Iraq should not be our main to attack.
focus as far as national security is
Oil is the key player in the ecoconcerned. "Unlike Al-Qaeda, nomic picture. "If it weren't for oil,
Iraq is deterable. Al-Qaeda is not and the oil in the Middle Hast, we
deterable because those are indi- would never have paid attention,
viduals. They don't have a coun- or not nearly as much as we have,
try to bomb back."
to Saddam Hussein in the first
Professor Richard Douglas place," Douglas noted. "The main
spoke of the economic conse- fear is that the price of oil would
quences of invading Iraq. The jump up." He noted that if Iraq
overall effects of an attack could was attacked and stopped probe mixed. "In the short term, it ducing oil, prices may not rise
could stimulate the economy." more than they already have.
Indeed, military spending would
In fact, if the U.S. does attack

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
fromweather.com
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and is victorious, America could
end up having lower prices on oil.
It all depends on if the ruler the
U.S. would put in place would be
friendly to the West.
The burning issue at die heart
of the 1 ■.i<| problem is Saddam
Hussein's unwillingness to allow
U.N. weapons inspectors into his
country to check for weapons of
mass destruction.
Professor Walter Grunden, an
assistant professor of history,
spoke on weapons of mass
destruction and their effects. He
noted that Iraq probably does not
poses uranium and plutonium
based nuclear weapons because
of their price and size of the operation. "This is not something that
can be done necessarily in the
basement of the imperial
palaces."
Grunden thinks biological
warfare is a chief concern.

y
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"They're easy to mass produce,
they're cheap, they can be manufactured in a small area and
diey're easy to hide. This is what
we need to worry about."
Grunden also reminded the audience that Hussein has previously
used
chemical
weapons.
Grunden believes that Hussein
needs to be removed, but he's not
in favor of a full-scale invasion.
He also stressed having the support of America's allies. ."Every
war is different. It won't be a
replay of the GulfWar," he said.
Steven Ludd, a political science
professor, stressed the need to
show just cause for an American
attack. "We have a right to protect
ourselves as a sovereign state," he
said. "We're asking after an attack
on the American people and the
world community, whether we
have a right to protect ourselves."
He also stressed that the U.S.

MONDAY

Scattered High: 69*
T-Storms Low: 41"

should be 100 percent sure that it
is in definite danger. "If we're
going to take our boys and girls,
our men and women, and our
country to war, we better be
behind the action of imminent
threat." Ludd noted diat if there is
an attack on Iraq, there should be
a declaration of war and a debate
in congress, not just a resolution,
so that the decision to go to war is
not a split one.
Ludd also stated that if the U.S.
goes to war and its allies are
unwilling to help, America may
have to invade alone. "We may
set one heck of a precedent if we
decide to act unilaterally." It has
been over ten years since
America has been involved in a
large-scale war. Ludd reminded
the audience just how terrible
war can be. "You're talking about
the most unbelievable activity
that humans can participate in."

TUESDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 60"
Low: 45"
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Partly
Cloudy

High: 72"
Low: 48"
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Grinders slated to open in Oct
BySarahOewey

W.G. GRINDERS HOURS

■troiici
(AS OF OCT. 25)
The 25lh W G. Grinders store
will open to the public on East
Monday-Thursday
Wooster Street, across from
9 am. -11 p.m.
Founders on Oct. 25.
Friday
"They are still working on it;
9 am.- 12 am.
the construction is going on,"
Saturday
said Kelly Wicker, the office man10 am.- 12 am.
ager at the W. G. Grinders' corporate office. Wicker said that she
didn't know when ihe store was amps of electricity that was needsupposed to open, or how much ed.
Spitler said that the city had to
progress has been made.
Owner Tim Spitler said the rea- order transformers and it took
son the construction of the between two and three months
restaurant is still in progress was to get them.
"It's not the city's fault," Spitler
because of technical problems
said.
that occurred with electricity.
In addition to the electricity,
Due to the opening of L'Marie's,
close to where W. G. Grinders is there is also a delay due to the
going to open, there was not stainless steel that is needed
enough electricity to cover the being on back order from the
manufacturer.
amount needed for the area
Spider's decided to open a W.
Spitler said that because
L'Marie's needed a large amount G. Grinders because he liked the
of electricity to run washers and menu and products that were
dryers, there was not enough for offered. The location, just two
W G. Grinders to cover the 200 doors down from Subway, was
because Spitler was already leas-

ing the building.
"We thought that they would
do well in the Bowling Green
area We wanted to stay away
from pizza" Spider saod,
W G. Grinders is a franchise,
and the company's owners are
"hands on."
"They come up and help us out
all the way through it," Spider
said.
Spitler said he would like to
open another W. G. Grinders
store within a 25-mile radius of
the Bowling Green area in an
area like Perrysburg or Findlay.
Spitler said there was never
really an exact date as to when
the restaurant was supposed to
open. Spitler and employees are
putting on the finishing touches.
"We wanted to make sure the
place was done right," said
Spider.
In about three weeks, W G. W.G. GRINDERS: The sandwich shop is set to open in late October.
Grinders will be open for busi- University students, and only employees in the future, because
ness. There are currently 30 about 30 percent being people business is greater when a store
employees that are training, with from the community.
first opens than it is after it has
about 70 percent of them being
There will probably be fewer been open for a while.

FUtPMo

W. G. Grinders will open privately on Oct. 24 for a public relations opening, including select
people in the community.

Did You

Why Onions Make You Cry

Know?

When you cut an onion, the contents on each side of the membrane mix and cause a chemical reaction.
This reaction produces molecules such as ethylsufine which make your eyes water.

Christ's Church in Bowling Green

fgffal Church
Directory
First United Methodist Church
9:30AM COLLEGE STUDENT DISCUSSION CROUP

11AM NURSERY

-

-

ADULTS

SUNDAY WORSHIP SERVICES

1506 E. WOOSTER ST
BOWI.INC GREEN. OH

Phone: 154 1176
252 South M*n • Bowling Oiew, OH

"Join Our Family lii IWiip"

bnookside

University Parish

• 9:30AM CONTEMPORARY PRAISE SERVICE
(419)353.0682

Doug M<Kinney, Minister

St. Thomas More

6TH GRADE

• 11AM TRADITIONAL SERVICE

■BIBLE TALK LIVE'
Sundays 8 00 8 30 om
WfOB 1430 AM ana WBVI 90 7 FM

SvlWl

CHURCH SCHOOI

9.30AM NURSERY

,ool:11:00 a.m.

JOIN US AT THE BHOOK!

Dynamic Worship and Solid Teaching
We meet at Olscamp Hall
Sunday at 10:00am.
For more informal! on call 354-2211

5:00p.m. Saturday;
10:00a.m., 12:00p.m., 7:00p.m. Sunday

www.wcnet.org/-fumcbg/

GRfiCE

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH

St. Mark's
A^L, Lutheran
Church
We invite you into our church family!

121 S. ENTERPRISE ST. (WALKING DISTANCE FROM BGSU)
SUNDAY WORSHIP-9:30 BIBLE FELLOWSHIP-11:00
STUDENTS AND INTERNATIONAL WELCOME!

Sunday Worship at 8:30 and 11:00 am
Saturday Worship with Communion at 5:00pm.

First Presbyterian Church

"Connections Praise & Worship" 1 st & 3rd Sunday
ol each month at 5:00pm

Sunday Worship
Church School
„ . -. . ...
Pnn-Tiroe HeMl i»
Hill dUIrT ill Ml Jf

Pastor Dale Schaefer
315 S. College Dr.
419-353-9305

ELCA-- The Welcome Place"

r^Sfe

Christlan Education For All Ages

• Music • Nursery • Care •

VJ/
Pastor David Cook Young
%4V-?126 S. Church, Bowling Green
cy^S
352-5176

3 blocks South of Campus
emaikstmarkbg @ dacor.net

BG's source for Student vehicles!

10 06 ill
.In~ .,,.
11:00 12:15 pi

Spirit.

Points

0WLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

.u
Friday:
Merchandise Sales: Bowen-Thompson Sludeni Union, I1.i m-lpm
Gel I point fo« every piece of merchandise you purchase

USED VEHICLES
WITH A WARRANTY

Pep Rally: Fcildhouse. Check-in from 6-6 JO pm
Pep Rally bc||ins at 6 30 pm' Attend and receive I point SAY WHAT KARAOKE,
Crowning of ihc King and Queen. Coach Urban Meyer and the football team, and more'
Banner Contest: Receive 2 points for making a banner and 3 points for
winning1 Drop off banners by I pm 1o the Office of Campus Involvement. 401 BowenThompson Student Union for judging and display

14640 B.G. BD. WEST • 4 MILES WEST OF CAMPUS
Call Dean Smith
Call Dean Smith

HOMECOMING 2002
OurTradition • Our Place • Our Homecoming

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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HUGS BRING SATISFACTION TO AMERICANS

www.bgnews.com/campus

(U-WIRK) PROVO, Utah — According to studies at
Brigham Young U. a hug may be more than just a way to
show affection. Research indicates hugging may have both
physical and psychological health benefits. More than 80
percent of people surveyed reported that they feel satisfied
after a hug. The recent trend has been toward a more open
society and is beneficial to everyone.

CAMPUS

No change in security for Ludacris concert
will be stationed in the crowd. In
the case of crowd trouble,
Tenable will bring the offenders
out of the Crowd and to campus
police officers.
Before entering Anderson
Arena concert goers will also have
to pass through metal detectors.
Once again, though, this is the
same policy as was taken at other
'osnsered concerts
Campus police are not anticipating any problems with the
Ludacris concert. Sgt. John
Schumaker said that the total
number of campus police on
duly for a concert is not related to
the ad
"We go by Ihe number of seats
sold, not so much by whose is
performing" said Schumaker.
With the Homecoming game

Andrew Scttarf
KEPOITCD

No extra security has been
added to help with crowd control
for Saturday night's Lidacrisconceit
UAO has sit up security comparable to Ihe other concerts that
the organization has sponsored.
V.i will have the same
amount of security as any other
show. There is no increase in
security,* said loeJ Friemark, rep
tesentadve foi UAO
Accoiding tn the U-\o, then
will !»• 10-15 univcisiiN police
officers on hand Fifty people
from tin- [enable Security
Company as well as 70 volunteers, all prepared to handle the
shows crowd
The [enable Set mity guards

and many other campus events
occuring on Saturday, campus
police have been spread thin.
However, they still will have 10
officers at ihe event. To accomodate this, three officers from Ihe
sheriff) department have been
contracted to be at the show.
Schumaker spoke with other
universities that have had
Ludacris come and perform.
There were no negative responses from university officials following a 1 ml.K ns concert.
Schumaker noted that the
Ulliveisily was right in selling
concert tickets to only students at
fust lie believes that students
who attend the University seem
to be more respectful while at the
concert.
One Ludacris concert al an

Watermelons may help light diseases

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Wednesday. Oct. 2
Two subjects from thurstin are

given a written warning for soliciting
without a permit

The sub|ecl was

being referred to student discipline

advised if on campus without a per-

for underage drinking.

mit, he will be charged with criminal
trespassing.

Prentice A. Simmons of Toledo was
issued a citation for driving with no
head lights on In Ihe Shed Parking
lot

Taylor Gordon's vehicle was travel-

tor disregard for safely. Sarah S.

BGSU parking lot when he was

Rasche was issued a citation for

struck by Richard Delamatre s vehi-

possessing another driver's luense

cle. Gordon was not paying attention
when he hit the left rear end ot

Complainant reported her car was
she was in class.

(U-WIRE) STILLWATER, Okla.
A research project in Ihe
Oklahoma Stale University horticulture and landscape architecture department evaluates thehealth benefits and economic
value of watermelons.
Lycopene can reduce cancer
and heart disease," said William
McGlynn,
extension
and
research food science specialist.
"Nutraceulical foods, such as
lycopene, are naturally occurring
food supplements thai are beneBdaJ to human health."
Harvesting watermelons is
expensive and often results in
low yields due to the amount of
labor, investments and influ-

ing northbound on North College
Street and was turning right into a

hit by a hit skip vehicle in Lot 1 while

0«ltl U'COIUGHN

Road to Wood County Hospital

issued a citation for willful wanton

and disorderly conduct

By Brooks Hayton

Subiect was transported from Poe

the court dale is on Oct. 9.

Curtis L. Bender of Perrysburg was

Atlanta university did encounter
problems. Schumaker believes
this is because people outside
that univerisly were able to
attend the concert.
Another reason that UAO or
campus police are not worried
about crowd control is the sealing arrangement for the concert.
With every ticket having an
assigned scat there should not be
a rush to enter the arena This
creates less havoc and a safer
environment for those attending
the concert.
"Experience says there will be
no problems We have faith in the
students. They know how to conPhoto Promoed
duct themselves. Everyone AREA CODES: Ludacns and Disturbing the Peace will be at
involved is going to have a great
Anderson Arena Saturday night.
time," said Friemark

Delamatre's vehicle, which was
parked in a parking space at College
Park.

Arron Weiss of Ambler, Pa., was

LETTERS TO

ence of weather. Many damaged
melons are left in the field lo rol
after harvesting
Lycopene can be extracted
from wasted watermelons,
resulting in a new economic
value for watermelons along
with the health benefits. Niels
Maness, professor of horticulture and landscape, said
lycopene can be described as the
red droplets left on a paper lowel
after eating a piece of watermelon.
OSU researchers are extracting die red liquid portions of
watermelons by simply squashing the melons and working
strictly with the liquid portion.
Watermelon test runs were
conducted in the Noble

Research
Horticulture
Laboratory Sept. 11 and 12.
Maness was among researchers
present during the watermelon
testing and explained thai in the
beginning they discovered die
abundance of lycopene in the
liquid portions of watermelon by
accidentally leaving the pulp out
overnight.
Now ihe primary focus is on
ihe liquid substance of the melons and increasing the yield and
quality of ihe extracted lycopene.
The process involves squashing
the watermelons, filtering the
liquid portions into beakers and
storing ihem in coolers. This
process is repeated at least three
times to separate as much of the
solids as possible.

"The process only requires
water lo rinse Ihe melons,"
Maness said. "No dangerous
chemicals are added lo Ihe
water."
Maness explained how the
process is easy and is just nature
doing its work by making nothing worth something After using
the wasted watermelons, less
than 10 percent of Ihe solid
weight of the melon is thrown
back into the field.
Perkins-Veazie, USDA plant
physiologist at the SCARL "ll can
be a so-called functional food one that can help prevent certain
diseases."

^DITOR^f4*j

BGSU
September 30-0ctober 6

HOMECOMING
2002 fa
Our tradition • Our place • Our game
THURSDAY, OCT. 3

SATURDAY, OCT. 5

Alpha Phi

BGSU Spirit Day!

Homecoming SK Run/Walk

Special Homecoming events to bt held.

Show your Bowling Often pride by
wearing Brown and Orange.

8:30 a.m. registration,
9:30 a.m. start
Studtnt Recreation Ctnttr
Cost. S10
Sponsored by alumni affairs,
recreational sports,
Puma Midwest, SAA
Contact alumni affairs.419-372-2701

Alpha Xi Delta

Homecoming GameYell Like Hell!
Noon, Union Mall, BowenThompson Student Union
Rain location*
Itnhart Grand Ballroom

Meijer Tailgate Park

Merchandise Sales

Falcon Football vs.
Ohio University

Kappa Kappa Gamma

11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m.,
Lobby, Bowen Thompson

4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium
FREE with studtnt ID

Student Union

is, picking *p o full or partial scholarship H jost one'of many etptripnefs you con havr-in

Kappa Delta
Kappa Delta will host its annual
Homecoming brunch at the house and
then attend the football game

Contact Campus Involvement, 2-2343

f at.Ike bursor's office, foci

Delta Sigma Theta
loin fellow Delia's for a reunion and
rededication of 129 S. Prospect

1:30 4 p.m., Doyt Ptrry Stadium

Canned Food Drive

Toor pulse guicktns. Your htort facts. And tin

Open house.free brunch, silent auction,
football game

Homecoming Concert
8 p.m., Anderson Arena

FRIDAY, OCT. 4
Banner Turn-in
and Displaying
Studtnt Union

your competitive- edge at a leadership seminar. Then enjoy some serious ffowr'ir" with up lo 5400

Pep Rally and
Royalty Crowning

extra spending money in your pocket every month. Not to mention grfldur

6:30 p.m., Perry Fitld House
SI admission per person

Sigma Phi Epsilon
A reception at the Falcon Plaza will
follow the Homecoming game.

GREEK EVENTS

1 p.m.,401 Bowen-Thompson
Ait force ROTC. Got s»m« honds-on training througtr one of our somm«r intfrpship'prbgroms. Hone

Enjoy brunch at the house with current
and alumni members.

Saturday, Oct. S
Alpha Gamma Delta
A social gathtnng and light lunch
will bt strvtd at the houst btfort
heading to the footbnT game
A social in honor of our alumni will
follow the game.
Alpha Omicron Pi
Sptcial Homecoming events to
beheld

with o guaranteed jab ond ao sludeat loans la pay hack. Push your hi

your life, youi limits, your mind. Apply lor o scholarship today •• >

• IJS.AIRFORCa

r

#RrO?T/CJ
VISIT THE HOMECOMING WEB SITE: WWW.HOMECOMING.BGSU.EDU

II -333--iH3-7.3S2
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QOORlINQrOTE

OPINION

"There is a willingness to accept inspections
that has not existed before."
HANS BLIX, leader of the United Nations weapons inspection team, on Iraq.

Federal support for Amber alert
The Amber alert system that
has been brought to the attention of the public is an immediate alert system to inform the
public about an abducted child.
According to CNN, President
Bush announced Wednesday
that the Federal Government will
provide a push for the system.
The Bush Administration hopes
to broaden the system to go all
across the country to try to keep
our nation's children safe from
harm.
Our nation has been in need

YOU DECIDE
Is it a good idea for the
government to take over
the Amber alert system?
E-mail your responses to
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu. Please
see our submission policy for
guidelines.
of action against the growing list
of missing children in our country. Recently, the abduction of
Amber Smart provoked the idea
for this alert system.
The Senate passed a much

needed bill for $25 million to
nationalize the system. This is
money well spent. This system
already has saved 32 abducted
children.
Next Bush has appointed
someone to control the system.
This person will also decide how
to disburse $10 million more for
training and updated equipment
Unfortunately, in order to keep
the system valid and from being
over-used, we must make sure
that the reports that are made

iTimsTOTiiKEPnm
Student Union
a great place
for students
Last week, the BG News ran an
Editor's Opinion spot on their
disappointments with the new
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union.
Some of these complaints
included "there's nothing to do"
and that our Union could have
been cheaper had student organization offices not been placed
on the 4th floor.
First, and most importantly,
there are many activities happening in the Union every week.
"Late Night at the Union" happens three times this semester,
which includes live music, henna
tattoo artists, caricature artists,
karaoke, and many other attractions. There's open mic nights in
the Black Swamp Pub, including

a pool tournament on October
17. Contrary to the BG News'
given information, there are pool
tables in the Union. In fact, they
are the same ones from the old
Union.
Additionally, UAO sponsors
current box-office hit movies
every Tuesday, Friday and
Sunday evenings. There's live
music in the Falcon's Nest during
lunch time, not to mention
multi-cultural dance presentations and talks from Head
Football Coach, Mr. Urban
Meyer, amongst many others.
Please, tell me again that there is
nothing to do in the Union,
would you?
Also noted from the article was
the statement that money could
have been saved on the building
project by not including plans for
■1 ih floor student organization
offices. Of course, one is quick to
see the irony of this complaint .
when it comes from an organization who's office takes up nearly

an entire floor of West Hall. I
believe that the given office
space on the 4th floor was an
incredible gesture of appreciation and encouragement from
the Administration to the wonderful things student organizations are accomplishing on this
campus.
There's a really great feeling of
"community" on the 4th floor
amongst the student organizations, and many worthwhile personal and professional relationships are being forged between
different groups — groups that
otherwise many never have had
any interaction.
We are very fortunate to have
such a place in which to interact
with our fellow students; I, for
one, am very grateful and am
having a great time enjoying
everything the Union has to offer.
10RDAN H. 0HLER
STUDENT

Tips for men are unnecessary
scon
BRYDEN
Guest columnist
I am writing this article in
response to Brent Umina's column "What women really want."
Let me start by saying this: For a
guy who claims to not know
women, he sure does a good job
of trying to act like he does. I
hate to say it, buddy boy, but just
because your way worked for
you, does not mean it will work
for all other guys.
First off, I will admit that, yes, 1
have seen guys (and taken part
myself) making remarks towards
women that are rude and disrespectful. On that same note, my
friend, I have seen just as many
women make even nastier comments towards men, in both private and public The point is that
the door swings both ways in
this regard. Some men and some
women enjoy pissing off the
other sex. It's their way of feeling
superior, or perhaps getting over
some kind of pain that a member of the other sex caused them.
Most important of all, it's their
choice to act they way they do,
and who are you to question
them? You don't have to like
them because of it, but you don't
have to call them apes because
they don't act like you. The way
you tell us that you're such a
great "man" and all makes you

look even more like an ape than
we do.
As for your "tips" to men to
help them out, well, thanks for
the help buddy but most of us
know what we're doing Now, I'm
not saying that it necessarily
works, but we do it consciously
because we want to. It's our way
of doing things.
Everybody has his or her own
way of "talking" to the opposite
sex. Some work, some don't The
point is that everyone, guy or gal,
has the choice to decide how
they want to act around the
opposite sex without some from
the sensitivity clan telling us
what we're doing wrong Here's a
clue: We already know what
we're doing wrong but we enjoy
doing it, and your whining isn't
going to change that. Stop trying
to change us. and work on yourself.
Now, guys, if you read our
superhero of men's tips, hopefully you'll see something I did.
Now, I'm all about being committed to my girlfriend, and
doing things for her to let her
know I care and love her, but I
don't remember the part about
being a slave in the bargain.
Let's take a look at some of
these things that attribute to our
whole lives being about pleasing
our women: Save your money
for dates and special occasions.
Do things with your woman she
likes to do that includes other
women. Do everything and any-

thing you can for your girl. Now,
seriously Brent, where's the pan
where us guys have something
done for us? Don't tell me that
sex is our reward for all that
work, cause seriously, I love sex.
but that isn't even close to being
worth the price I'd have to pay
for it. Also, please don't give me
the "a strong relationship"
reward thing
A strong relationship between
a guy and a girl is built on both
people doing things for the
other. Following your plan of
doing "everything and anything
you can" builds nothing more
than pure dependency on your
partner, which is never good.
Healthy communication
between both partners and trust
is what builds a strong relationship. The ways to obtain this
trust and communication differs
with each person.
Hopefully, someday, you'll get
out from under the whip and
chain dog collar your fiancee
obviously has around your neck
and realize this.
The fact that you talk about
showing "respect for everyone"
and then go off calling all guys
apes shows me that you are a
hypocrite who's in dire need of
some beer and football. So enjoy
spending all of your time catering to your girlfriend, I'll be out
drinking beer, playing and
watching football, with the rest
of the "apes".

are valid and important.
Therefore, according to the
White House, only "rare
instances of serious child abduction" will be reported.
An alert system for child
abductions has been long over
due. There are so many good
ways to use this system. For
example, some areas Hash it on
road signs to drivers and even
AOL now has an alert system.
The Bush administration has
made a right move by supporting this program. Too many par-

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
If you could change one
thing about yourself,
what would it be?

ents have little hope when a
child gets abducted. With the
help of this system, we can find
abducted children and we also
can deter criminals who have
been considering this horrible
act.
Without thehelpofthe
Federal government, this program may never have taken off.
No matter how much we may
like to complain about our government, every so often, they
make a right move; this is one of
them.

U. students need to
practice spelling
MATT
SUSSMAN
Humor columnist

SARASCHROEDER

JUNIOR, FINANCE
"I wish I was shorter
so 1 could actually fit
into a pair of jeans."

EH
ELISAS0LL
SOPHOMORE, IPC

"My blatantly obvious
Jewish trait: my nose."

CARRIE FRESHNER
JUNIOR
^ EDUCATION

"My hangy ball,
you know, my hangy
ball... everyone's got
one. Mines too big."

DAN BROWN
JUNIOR, MIS

"I wish I had smaller
feet. It's pretty hard to
find shoes for these
monster size 15's."

Hopefully the Amber alert system will be able to find the original child. Amber Smart has been
missing since lune 5.
Amber's mother was in attendance when the Bush administration announced its decision to
take the program under its wing.
Her mother remains hopeful and
was relieved to see the support
for the system.
Bush has made a wise decision
by lending support for a system
that can hopefully save as many
lives as possible.

Everyone and their pet
chimpanzee have a computer
or access to a computer lab.
Even Amish people are walking
into Gateway stores and walking out with personal computers and modems to enhance
the quilting industry. It doesn't
stop there. The average
Internet user has one or two
screen names on AOL Instant
Messenger. With all these IM's
shooting around the globe and
over the University network,
there are bound to be myriads
of typos. Pretty much everyone,
including yours truly, makes
hundreds of typographical,
grammatical, and spelling
enors each week. I'm taking a
wild guess that the usage of
word processors and e-mail
will continue to increase as
time moves forward. Logically,
all these misspelled words and
missing apostrophes will grow
with the rise of technology.
The University has several
wonderful classes that focus on
technology and the benefits
society can reap from it. There
are many English classes in
which students can develop
writing skills and compose
excellent essays. But where is
the class whose emphasis is on
spelling and not typing "hte"
instead of "the?"
Well, the most popular and
loved corporation, Microsoft,
solved this problem when their
programmers developed Word.
Their tool, known as
AutoConcct, will allow the typist to automatically change
your misspelled words as you
type. If you type "hte," for
example, it will automatically
change it to "the." Go in
AutoCorrect and look at all the
changes it will make. Then disable the tool and think for
yourself. If you consistently
spell a word incorrectly, and
Word simply fixes your errors
like a dog walker picking up his
pet's droppings, you will never
learn what you did wrong just
like the dog will never learn to
hold it until he gets to a Port-OPotty.
Everyone makes bonehead
typos. That's what proofreading
is for. Whether you're typing a
paper on the Holy Roman
Empire, or instant messaging
your friend to "stop downloading gay pom," just take a sec-

ond and make sure you spelled
everything correctly. If you
don't know how to spell a word,
then chances are you are not
intelligent enough to use that
word in everyday life.
lust for grins, I went to the
University's web site, and
looked at the course directory. I
put "etymology" (the study of
the origins of wordsl into the
search engine under the course
description parameter, and
received nothing Not panicking, 1 decided to type "spelling"
into the search engine. I
received five results. Two of
them were medical terminology classes. Two of them were
classes for education majors.
The fifth one was Intro to
loumalism. None of these five
actually focus on spelling.
Remember grade school?
Remember when everyone
had to endure spelling class
every year? Well, as juvenile as
the class seemed, the older students must have forgotten
everything they learned in
those classes, as thru spelling
skills have deteriorated as their
education developed. Maybe 1
am the only one who misses
spelling class. After all, I did
make it to the Toledo Blade
Spelling Bee in eighth grade,
and I finished in the (op ten.
That was the final step before
the National Spelling Bee, and
my only chance in life of making it onto ESPN.
Here's my proposal: the
University should implement a
generic class devoted to
spelling words right. Let's call it
SPEL101. The class structure is
simple: students will communicate to one another on some
form of online communication, such as instant messaging
or a chat room. Students will
be encouraged to chat with
one another casually or formally. Everything the class
types will be stored in a log file
that will be read over by the
instructor, and he will give a
daily grade to each of his students. The final exam will be
nothing more than a normal
class. The difference is that the
final exam class will be
weighed more. I know what
you're thinking: "Finally, a class
where note writing is encouraged."
The ramifications of the class
would go beyond proper
spelling. Students, on their
own, would build up practical
skills. And that's hte bottom
line. Oops, sorry about the
typo.

SHANNON K0LKEDY, MANAGING EDITOR
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Women's
soccer
looks for
two more

VOUfYBALL BG FACES WESTERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN IUJNOIS THIS WEEKEND.

FRIDAY
October 4,
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By Zach Baker

www.bgnews.com/sports
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After two MAC wins lasl week,
the women's soccer team faces
Marshall and Ohio this week in
two games head coach Andy
Richards has said are must-win,
as the Falcons look to improve on
their 3-2 conference record.
Richards said he has been
happy with the team's practice
this week.
"We've had another good week
of practice, and two wins always
helps," Richards said. "VJe have
had some good days and now we
are just preparing for (today's)
gameRichards said the Falcons will
be healthy for today's game
against Marshall. That includes
freshman Samantha Meister,
who has missed the past few
weeks with a broken nose.
"Having Sam come back at
this point of the season, with ten
games to go, will really give us a
boost," Richards said. "The middle of the season is when you get
a few tired legs, and it's when we
need to give some players a bit of
a break, and this will help us to
do that."
Meister said she is excited to
get back out on the field.
"I am ready to play," Meister
said. "I have been waiting too
long. I am physically 100 percent."
Richards
expects
both
Marshall and Ohio to be aggressively played games.
"They are both very strong
programs," Richards said. "Ohio
is a team we would really like to
knock off, and Marshall has
improved a lot over the past few
years."
Richards said that Marshall
and Ohio are alike in the way that
they play.

BOWLINE EREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

leers start season in Dayton
By Erica Gambaccini
• SSISUNT SPORTS EDITOR

College hockey officially
begins this weekend and the
Falcons will be the first hockey
team this season to take the ice
as they head to the inaugural
Lefty McFadden invitational in
Dayton.
Bowling Green will take on
Niagara tonight at 5 p.m., which
is the earliest starting time of any
college hockey game.
The Falcons will then face Air
Force and Miami tomorrow at 5
p.m. and 8 p.m.
"I'm looking forward to play-

ing this weekend," said junior
Roger Leonard. "I'm confident in
our game."
Leonard should be confident
in his game after scoring two
power play goals on Tuesday
night when the Falcons played
their first competition of the season in an exhibition game
against Windsor. They defeated
the Lancers 5-2,
This game was head coach
Scott Paluch's first game. It was
also his first opportunity to see
the team compete out on the ice.
"It was a good close hockey
game," Paluch said.

However, there arc still some
things Paluch wanted to work on
before heading into this weekends invitational.
"We need more consistency,"
Paluch said. "We also need to
work on being able to finish. We
can put a little more pressure on
our forecheck."
The Falcons made some great
plays against the lancers and
had some good scoring
attempts, but now according to
Paluch these chances need to be
turned into goals this weekend.
Another area the Falcons
worked on was penalty killing

By Joel Hammond
SPORTS EDITOR

Softball to
compete in
Classic at
Ohio State
By Andriw dayman
SPOfltS REPORTER

SOFTBALL, PAGE 6

are predicted to end in the same
spot again this year.
The Falcons have played Air
Force a few more times than
Niagara and hold a 3-2-0 record
against them. I lowevcr, the last
time the Falcons faced off
against the Falcons (yes, Air
Force has the same mascot as
us) was in 1975 when BG won 72.
BG has a 55-21-5 record
against Miami, last year the
series was split with the
Red I lawks winning the firsl
game, 9-4, and the Falcons winning the next. 5-2.

BG hosts OU for homecoming

WOMEN'S SOCCER, PAGE 6

Though their regular season is
still months away, the 2003
Falcon softball team will get their
first taste of competition at this
weekend's Ohio Collegiate
Charity Classic in Columbus.
Held at Fred Beekman Park on
the campus of Ohio State
University, the two day tournament will feature nine Ohio
based schools, with all proceeds
benefiting the Stefanie Spielman
Fund for Breast Cancer Research.
Stefanie Spielman and her husband, former Buckeye and
Cleveland Brown Chris Spielman
established the fund and organize this annual event
Coming off a 22-25-1 record
last season, BG head coach Leigh
Ross-Shaw is looking forward to
the Charity Classic as a means of
preparing her players for the
2003 campaign.
"This weekend's tournament
is a good opportunity for our
team to get more experience out
on the field. We really don't
expect for them to play flawless,
but more importantly, to learn
from any mistakes they may
make."
Coach Ross-Shaw also sees
some benefits to the exhibition
format of the tournament. "The
fall season does not count on our
record," she said, "So now is the
time to take some extra chances
and see what happens."
loining the Falcons at the
Charity Classic will be Cleveland
State, Dayton, Kent State, Ohio
University, Ohio State, Toledo,
Wright State, and Youngstown
State.
Host Ohio State, the only Big
Ten team in the tournament, is
sure to be a tough challenge, but
Coach Ross-Shaw also singled
out a couple MAC teams as being
top notch opponents.
"Ohio University came off of a
great spring season, and Kent
always plays well against us, so
they will both be strong also"
As for the Falcons, Coach RossShaw had nothing but praise for

"We need to get down the ice,"
Paluch said. "We want to be
aggressive on the ice and create
chances. We want to continue to
put pressure in the PK."
The Falcons did a good job of
killing of penalties against
Windsor as the Lancers were not
able to get a goal while on the
power play.
This weekend, however, will
be a test for the Falcons. BG has
only played Niagara one other
time and that was in 2000 where
they lost, 7-2.
Niagara finished the 20012002 season in fourth place and

B«n Smnpt BG

THREE MORE POINTS: Sean Suisham makes another field goal for the Falcons.
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After once again having a bye
week interrupt their early-season
momentum, the BG football
team takes to the field tomorrow
afternoon, hosting the Ohio
Bobcats in the Falcons' annual
homecoming game.
Deemed most important this
week during practice and in film
sessions for the Falcons is a combination of things, issues which
go hand-in-hand on the football
field: the defense limiting the
Bobcats' run-oriented offense to
short drives, and in turn, the
Falcon offense sustaining drives
when they do get the ball in order
to keep their defense fresh.
"What we didn't want to happen what happened with OU,"
Falcon coach Urban Meyer said.
"After two weeks, they changed
offenses and went back to what
they know. They ran for 400 (406)
yards against Buffalo, and they're
strictly an option team now. ...
Tim Beekman (defensive coordinator) and our staff think Chad
Brinker is the number one running back in the conference."
Brinker, a 5'11" senior workhorse has rushed for 536 yards, a
107-yard-per-game
average.
Brinker recently moved to the
fullback position in the Bobcats'
three-running-back formations,

in hopes to get him the ball more.
Handing the ball off to him will
be quarterback Dontrell lackson,
a great running quarterback who
has trouble through the air.
lackson has amassed 370 yards
of his own on the ground, but has
completed just 26 passes to his
own team, while throwing seven
interceptions.
"They're in first place in the
MAC right now, and that's all 1
know about them," Meyer said.
"They're going to come in here all
charged up, it's been a long time
coming."
Ohio enters the game at 1-4.
but did indeed get into the win
column for just the second time
under second-year head coach
Brian Knurr last week against
Buffalo. The Bobcats used a lastsecond field goal to take a 34-32
win. Previously, though. Ohio
had struggled this season, with
losses
to
Pittsburgh,
Northeastern, Florida and
Connecticut.
BG has used its second week
off in three weeks to get ready for
the Bobcats' unique offense.
Meyer, despite facing a run-oriented team, will stay with his
three-down linemen formation
on defense, due to lack of depth
on that line.
Tomorrow's contest kicks off at
4 p.m.

Harriers head Men's soccer hopes winto South Bend ning continues at NIU
By Nathan Roehl

By Daniel Gedney
SPORTS REPORTER

A fully healthy harrier squad is
ready to head to South Bend,
Indiana to participate in the
Notre Dame Invitational tonight.
Both the men's and the
women's squads will be looking
to improve upon last week's performance and continue to build
momentum for the MAC
Championship, which is now
less than a month away.
The women's squad has
regained the services of Brianna
Killian and Nicola Viljoen. both
of whom sat out last weekend's
race. Killian. who has been trying to overcome a case of bronchitis for the last couple of
weeks, is eager to get back out on
the course.
"I'm excited and a little bit nervous," Killian said. Coach Cami
Wells is very optimistic about
Killian's return. "She is still not
quite 100 percent, but she has
been doing a lot better in practice," Wfells said.
Viljoen, who started last weekend's race but was unable to finish because of her nagging back
injury, is feelingmuch better and
will be ready to go today.
"I feel good and look forward
to getting back to it," Viljoen said.

The return of Viljoen and Killian
will be a big boost to the
women's Harrier squad tonight
in Indiana.
On the men's side, there are a
few bumps and bruises but
everybody should be ready to go.
Steve Blasko, the squad's lone
returning letterwinner, has been
bothered by a hurting toe. Phil
King slightly injured his foot during practice this week and has
not been feeling 100 percent, but
should be ready to go tonight. Ed
Stonestreet, like King has not
been feeling well but will also be
ready to go at race time.
The men's squad will be without the services of Patrick
Maynard
this
weekend.
Maynard, a music major, will be
unable to participate in tonight's
meet because of a musical performance. The absence of
Maynard and the little nagging
injuries create an extra challenge
for the already short-handed
men's squad.
"We just have to be mentally
tough," men's runner Troy Stiles
said.
Coach Wells is excited to be
heading up to Notre Dame.
"I'm looking forward to going
CROSS COUNTRY. PAGE 6
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Boy, it must be nice to be, as
they say, "off the schnide"
This weekend, the Bowling
Green men's soccer team did
what they had come close to
but had as yet been unable to
do: WIN.
It took a performance which
earned Junior Transfer Paul
Dhaliwal MAC Player of the
Week honors as he scored his
first two goals as a Falcon in a 30 victory over Buffalo this past
Sunday.
"These were our expectations |of I mi I I going in," Coach
Mel Mahler said Wednesday.
"We have moved him around;
he has played three different
positions, and he actually spent
two games as a defender. Paul
has had to adjust to our style of
coaching our style of play, and
new teammates and 1 think
now he's starting to rum the
comer. He has had some good
scoring opportunities in past
matches that he wasn't able to
finish. We have focused and we
will continue to focus on and
practice scoring and shooting
exercises. 1 like to think he feels
a bit more confident and that
he will continue to show the
at'ity to score goals."

The Falcons (1-8, 1-0) will
take that momentum into this
weekend as they face the
Huskies of Northern Illinois (27, 0-0) in their second MAC
contest of the conference
schedule this Friday in DeKalb,
Illinois.
The Falcons have never won
in DeKalb since Northern
Illinois joined the MAC, so the
game poses a tough challenge.
This game will also serve as
the MAC opener for the
Huskies, so there is no question
that they will want to start out
the conference schedule on a
positive note as the Falcons did
this past Friday.
Mahler was aware that
despite the recent win, his team
still needs to keep making positive adjustments, "I think we're
trying to become a better possession team. We are also trying
to improve our transition game.
Where we have struggled is
after we have lost possession
we need to get ourselves organized defensively. Then we
need to be able to defend well
soon after we have lost possession and possibly win the ball
back right away. Then, once we
do win it back, being able to
quickly gain shape offensively
and create some scoring oppor-

tunities.
"We have a losing record
against INorthem Dlinoisl. we
are 3-4 against them since
they've joined the conference. It
would be nice to get a win there,
not so much so because we
haven't done it but because part
of the goal is to win all of your
MAC games. 1 think going out
there and winning another
MAC game is foremost in their
minds, but if they need any
extra nudge to get them over,
maybe knowing we haven't
beat them there can do that."
Mahler has seen small
changes in his team since the
win.
"1 haven't seen a big change.
They've always worked hard.
We are very demanding on
them in practice, and sometimes you feel like you could cut
them some slack, but the
moment you do that you run
the risk of letting them slack off.
I dont think they've worked any
harder this week because of the
win; they have worked very
hard all year long.
"There have been times llhis
year] when we haven't played
very welL But for the most part
MEN'S SOCCER, PAGE 6
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Vfefcome back my trends to the show
that newt ends. Pete Stella, the
GoodStdla, the no. 1 Stella, is tack in the
mcc after a two-year hiatus tram town

Bowling Green

Healthy squad
hopes to improve
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Prediction

Bowling Green

Bowling Green

Bowling Green

Bowling Green

Score
Rant

55-2
Brinker shut down,
Jackson throws 17 INT. Falcons roll.

62-7
Ohio doesn't stand
a chance against
Harris.

41-6
BG pounds the
Bobcats into submission

42-3
Harris, not Sahm
leads Falcons to big
victory.

Prediction

Kent State

Marshall

Marshall

Marshall

Score
Rant

36-33
Cribbs runs all over
MU defense, opens
door in MAC East.

31-17
Leftwich shows his
moves to overcome
the Golden Flashes.

33-14
Leftwich dominates
the Golden Flashes.

52-6

Prediction

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Score
Rant

9-7

17-9

35-0

How can 1 pick
against Mica's
boys?

17-10
Willingham coaches
the Fighting Irish to
another victory, 5-0.

ND continues it's
charade of being a
top team

I'll admit it: I'm on
the bandwagon.

Prediction

Texas

Texas

41-6
1 wonder how Simms
feels, not being able
to win the big one.

38-14

Texas
41-3

Oklahoma State

Score
Rant

The Longhoms
continue their
undefeated streak.

This game will be
over before the coin
toss.

31-28
Because I like to disagree with Joel. Ok.
St. wins a thriller.

Prediction

Colorado

Kansas State

Colorado

Kansas State

Score
Rant

15-8
Kansas State can't
follow up after win
over USC.

24-21
Another close game
for the Wildcats.

23-13

23-21

Bowling Green 24 FAVORITE

CROSS COUNTRY, FROM PAGE 5
it's a nice, flat course and the runners like to race there," Wells said.
One thing the runners will hope
to have in their favor is the weath-

er.
Marshall at
Kent State
Marshall 14 FAVORITE

Stanford at
Ho. 9 Notre Dame
Notre Dame 8 FAVORITE

Oklahoma State at

No. 2 Texas
Texas 24 FAVORITE

No. 13 Kansas State at
Colorado
Kansas State 3.5 FAVORITE

No. 18 USC at
No. 17 Washington St.

USC

USC

Washington St.

Score
Rant

69-51

31-24

31-28

Trojans are the best
type in the market,
Er, country.

Trojan man wins
the game!

Game of the week
sees WSU come out
on top.

"1 think both teams are similar
in that they like to attack,"
Richards said. "We have been
working all week on how to play
against that style, and the kids
have been working really hard so
that we can put those things into

play."

The Falcons may face an
opponent this weekend stronger
than the Bobcats or Thundering
Herd, as wet weather could be a
factor in both games.
Richards said the remnants of
Hurricane Lili shouldn't affect the
Falcons' game plan.

Did you know...
-%
•«QL
The fife span of

Hard work pays off
for men's soccer
MEN'S SOCCER, FROM PAGE 5
it hasn't been for a lack of effort.
What they need to work hard on
now is at understanding the
game and their role within tingame. It's important to know that
these guys arc working just as
hard now that they are 1-0 in the
MAC »is they did when they were
0-8. What happened Sunday is
that they finally saw some results

Washington St.

28-21

Women could face rough weather
WOMEN'S SOCCER, FROM PAGE 5

If the Flashes get the
ball across the 50,
it's a victory.

Colorado proves it is See above. Go
Wildcats!
better than it has
played.

Prediction

USC 3.5 FAVORITE

"No matter what the forecast
says, there is always bad weather
when we race there," Stiles said.
The Noire Dame race provides
the Harriers with another excellent chance to see where they
stand among fellow conference
schools.
"There is always a lot of really
good competition there," Stiles
said.
With all their runners back and

healthy, the women's squad has
an excellent chance to improve
upon last weekends finish.
Things will be a little bit more difficult on the men's side. The
absence of Patrick Maynard, the
squad's number two man, will
have a definite impact. Despite
this setback, the men's squad is
ready to show the competition
that they cannot be taken lightly.
Tonight's action gets underway
with the women's race at 2:00
p.m., and the men's race following at 3:00p.m. After tliis race
both squad's will prepare for the
All Ohio Championships, which
will take place Friday, October
I lth in Delaware, Ohio.

Two great quarterbacks square off in
this one.

from their hard work- This is a
learning situation we have going
here, we almost think of it as
another class. Now, when they
ask, 'Why arc we doing what
we're doing?' and we say If you
do this, the result will be this.'
Once that happens, hopefully
that will help us gain credibility
and they will really start to buy
into things more."

Softball already has objectives in place

"1 don't think you can worry
too much about that, because
often it doesn't happen,"
Richards said. "I am sure that
we'll be able to adapt to whatever
the weather throws at us."
The Falcons play Marshall
today and 4p.m. and Ohio at 2
p.m. on Sunday.

seniors with three letters to their
credit, including shortstop
Ubby Voshell. pitcher McKcnna
Houle. and outfielders Kandice
Machain and Crystal Wilson.
Senior Liz Tuza is also expected
to play a major role as an outfielder, second baseman, and
designated hitter.
Coach Ross-Shaw says it may
be a little early to start setting
too many big goals, but certain
objectives are always in place.

SOFTBALL. FROM PAGE 5

this year's squad.
"I have 19 kids on my team,
and they are all key contributors. They are working so well
together that they make each
other stronger."
The team has plenty of talented and experienced players to
lead the way for them this season. There are four returning

"We are always going to strive
for a MAC Championship and
to move on to Regional Play.
Right now, we are setting small
goals each day to help us get to
that point."
The road to the MAC season
starts this weekend, October 56, at Fred Beekman Park at Ohio
State. Admission is a $5 donation, with all money going to the
charity.

JBmbud is "todays.
HApPYFriDAY...HapPyFRi

uAO

PRESENT* I mmmmi
SPECIAL: AtoZData Center

Ludacris
ANDERSON ARENA SOLD

Out!

Show Date: Saturday October 5,2002
Doors Open: 7:00 p.m.
Show Starts: 8:00 p.m.

148 S. Main Street, Bowling Green
(between Ace Hardware & Ben Franklin)

10 FREE
i

We do SHIPPING and a
whole lot more!

return address labels

Expires 10/31/02
offer good wilh coupon
H ——————————»—......_._„
j 5c Black and White Copies j
75c Color Copies
20 copies max

1

Expires 10/31/02
otter good with coupon

419-352-5042
/0fh: v-

' Fed Ex, UPS, Airborne
1
Packing & Shipping

I

Domestic & International
Computer Repairs & Upgrades POSTAL CINTtRS
Typing, Spreadsheets & Resumes

Any Questions UAO Contact: (419)372-2486

#1 on MP3.corn's Power Pop charts—Sept.'02!

SHOW "RESTRICTION*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No Smoking
No Cans or Bottles
No Food
NoWaterguns
No Cameras or Other
Recording Devices
No fireworks
No Large Chains
No Spiked Bracelets
No weapons or objects that
look like weapons
No Backpacks
No media/tv broadcasts
No drugs or alcohol
No moshing
No crowd surfing

Security has the right to search and the discretion to remove
objects and individuals from the venue.
Metal detectors will be in use. please arrive early to make sure
you are seated in time.

•J

"Jack Johnson

meets
Jimmy
Eat World
in a dark alley."

homecoming

show

SF

NATE

s* SATURDAY

WALLYU
FISHBOW

•

149 e.wooster st. 419-353-3201

w/sp.gst. T.CONDO

www.thebigcreak.com
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RED WANTING
BLUE: Local favorite's
CD performs well;
PAGE 8

www.bKnews.com/pulse
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
VOLUMES

ISSUE30

get a
Friday
830 am -4:30 p.m.
A Commemoration of losses/A
Celebration of Hopes and Freedoms:
Student Artists Respond to Sept 11.
Sown- Thompson Student Union

Galleries
9:45am -1:30p.m.
Career Services Student Outreach
Union lobby
10am -4pm
Hidden Japan
WillardWankelman Gallery
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Black Student Union Cabaret and Party
Ticket Sales
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Homecoming Sales, the Homecoming
Committee will be selling merchandise.
Voting on royalty and spmt points will be
available.
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-2p.m
American Institute of Architecture
Raffle
Union lobby
11a.m.-7 pm
Honors Student Association Bandanna
Sale
Union lobby
11 am
"Live Queer Acts" Rally, a Coming Out
Week iCOWl event sponsored by Vision.

Bell lower Mall
Noon - 2 p.m.
Noon Tunes
Union Falcon's Nest
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
lunkyard Ware teams make sculptures
out ol recyclable materials tor lodging
and prues. Sponsored by Offenhauer
Towers.
Field between Saddlemire and Kieischer
130 p.m.-3.30 p.m.
Women's Research Network "History
( Memory: Media Windows to the
Past" presenters. Kyoto Kishimoto,
instructor. American Culture Studies
Janet Rice McCoy, PhD. candidate.
Communication Studies.
The tfonen's Center. 107 Hanna Hall
3 p.m.
Women's Swimming
Cooper Pool
4 pm.
Women's Soccer against Marshall
Soccer Field
I pm.
Volleyball against Western Michigan
Anderson Arena
8 pm.
Wind Ensemble and Concert Band, free
and open to the public.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Aits Center

II pm
UAO Movie: "How High"
Student Union theatre
Saturday
9:30 a.m.
Women's Swimming-Alumni Meet

Cooper Pool

Concert and
photos
highlight
Blues
conference
in Toledo.
Story by
Brett Pheifer

Blue Suit Productions
presents Screamin' &
Cryin' About the Blues
in Toledo on Saturday.
Screamin' & Cryin' About the
Blues is a daylong conference
that will include speakers, films
and workshops for musicians.
The events aretomonow
between 12:30 p.m. and 5 p.m.
at The Macomber Building,
1501 Monroe St. in Toledo.
Accompanying these events
is also a blues photography

exhibit and in the evening there
will be a blues concert. Also,
there will be vendors and exhibitions ranging from blues
magazines; music, books and
fortune tellers.
Jim O'Neal, founder of Living
Blues magazine and Rooster
Blues Records, is the key speaker off this event. The purpose
of this event is to be both educational and entertaining.
The conference will allow for
attendees to choose between

three or four workshops
throughout the afternoon.
These include a guitar workshop, a harmonica workshop
and a series of films.
Dave "Snaker" Ray, Eddie
Burns and Robert Jones will be
presenting the afternoon workshops, Burns will also tell stories of his life in the Detroit
blues scene in the 40s and 50s.
Photographs by Leni Sinclair,
BLUES. PAGE 8

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Hidden Japan
WillardrYankelman Gallery
Noon - 4 p.m.
AN0 Screening. Anime in Northwest Ohio
will be promoting their upcoming screening.
Union Lobby
4 p.m.
Football against Ohio University
(Homecoming)
Perry Stadium
8 pm.
April Yeager, soprano, senior degree
recrtal Yeager studies with Professor
Ann Corngan at the University.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts

Center
CALENDAR. PAGE 9

Noted Japanese artist brings work to campus
By David Schrag
PULSE WRITER

It's homecoming weekend
and the campus is all abuzz.
Everyone is ready for the big
game to see what the team does.
With the Ludacris concert and
the homecoming game this
weekend there are plenty of
things to do, but there is also a
little culture for everyone too.
Kijuro Yahagi, a noted
Japanese artist, will bring his
prestigious and very unique
pieces of art work to the

University. His series is called
"Hidden lapan."
According to lacqueline
Nathan, director of the Fine Arts
Center Galleries, he is truly
respected. "This exhibition will
showcase the work of the
respected photographer and
designer who has achieved
international renown for his
graphic design achievements,"
she said.
The exhibit will consist of
around 85 black and white photographs of lapan that Yahagi

has said, "bring the modem face
of lapan to life through the photographs." The exhibit will be a
little different than some of the
previous exhibits held in the galleries of the University.
Yahagi uses his camera to find
the most beautiful yet realistic
pictures of nature, structures
and people he can find to give
the viewer a real sense of what
life in lapan is like Yahagi also
traveled his country spanning
over 20,000 kilometers to bring a
wider spectrum of knowledge

into the insight of what he
believes lapan really is.
"BGSU is very fortunate to
have this opportunity to show
the work of this acclaimed
artist," Nathan said. "He won his
first international prize for
design at a poster competition
on the 80th Birthday of Bertolt
Brecht in East Germany in 1978,
and has continued to win prizes
in many design exhibitions
throughout the world."
He is very well acclaimed by
critics and has won many

awards for his sense of showing
his audiences parts of lapan that
are not rarely seen, hence the
title "Hidden Japan."
At the 13th edition of the
International Biannual of
Posters from Warsaw in 1990, he
received the gold medal at the
International Contest of design
in the Tokyo International
Forum 11994) he won first prize
and for his most recent exhibition. "Hidden lapan" he received
EXHIBIT, PAGE 9
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Opera season begins
By Micheal Everman
POISE WRIIE it

Ben Sw»n|er BC News

RWB college-crowd favorite
POISE ISSISUIII EDITOR

Described as a theatrical, and
romantic rock-n-roll band, Red
Mfonting Blue has been taking
the i ollege scene by storm with
their moving lyrics anil impresSIVG slage performances for over
M\ years.
On Wednesday night, the students and community of
Bowling ("in-en had the pleasure
ofexpenencincthis incredible
band.
Founded in Athens, < Wo, and
■ now based in ( iilumbus. Ohio,
the present members of RWB
include: Si nil ferry vocals: Kpp,
guitarist; Mark Met ullnugh.
bassist: and lonah Dolan, drummer I In'band has two fulllength albums under their belts
[although they have four fulllength albums collectively),
vni.v .which is their latest
release, contains songs that cel■ ebrate and question life in its
many forms The first track,
I )nr lor the Numbers," tells the

story of an "Americanized" society. This song, with its powerful
message of individuality, sends
fans' fists in the air and gets
them singing right along with
Terry.
On the opposite end of the
scale, die song "1 leans Collide,"
is a ballad that would give anyone, male or female, chills down
their spine with the honesty of
the lyrics that describe the
depth of love.
There are no specific meanings to the albums that RWB has
produced; the band leaves it up
to the audience to determine
their own meanings of each one
of (he songs on every album.
But no matter how a listener
reacts to an RWB album, they
will react, whether it is through
a smile, tears or a feeling of awe
from the talent this band possesses
As songwriters, the band naturally has inspirations. Although
their personal inspirations range
from a family member to Led

Which of the following franchises was first
to locate on Wooster Street?
O. • Delta Zeta •&4Z • Delta Zeta -OfO. • Delta Zeta ■gO. ■

Delta Zeta Welcomes
Our New Baby Turtles!

translation ptojei bed above the

The Toledo Opera will begin Its
2002-2003 season on (let 5,
which promises to be one filled
with passion
"Deciding on which operas to
bring lo loledo is like Hying bo
plan a great meal." said Ren.iv
I onfin, ilic general director for
the Toledo Opera. "The goal of
every season is to oiler ,i wide
range of musical and theatrical
experiences We arc liyuigin
please a wide variety of interests."
"I.i Ir.ivinlii.'lhi'liiM ol the
season, is sung in Italian and is
the story of a beautiful com
named Violetta who enjoys .i life
of superficial pleasure In the
salons of Paris. She met i a
young man named Alfredo and
sin ('iimbs io an overpowering
love. Performances are scheduled
tor Saturday at 7:30 p.m. 1
Oct 11 at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday.
Oct. 13 at 2 p m
"Do not worry if you cam IOI
speak Italian because all the
operas that are sung in a toreigi i

SINGING: Scott Terry performs at Howard's Club H Wednesday night.

By UnjelaL Cotter

language will have the English

Zeppelin, the band agreed that
what gets them up on stage and
deliver performance alti a
thrilling performance everyday
is one another.
Fans praise this band's entire
collection. Al a lecent show in
(Cleveland, fans requested
"(Irani the king,'' a song from
their first alburn Vchvlcrn. While
that album is best known for
turning out what seems to be
RWB's signature song "Venus
55," ii is also good to know that
this band can be acknowledged
for more than |USt that "song
about sex"
There seems to be no other
band out there oft the college
scene who can make a crowd
jump, chant and feel tin .,.;
RWB can. Bui the band remains
humble about just how great
they really are.
This, among a list of countless
other reasons, is why Red
Wanting Blueisoneofthebcst
live, songwriting and down-toI-arth band's of today.

BLUES. FROM PAGE 7

our own John Qbbs Kockwood
and Robert Barclay will be
exhibited. Author HmGaDerl
will also speak on jump blues in
Detroit and the history of Motor
City blues. The blues films
include Alan Lomax's Ihe
land Where'I be Mines Began"
and Robert Stone's Sacred
Steel" as well as some rare
videos.
Ray will also he performing,
whom, as Rolling Stones puts It,
i, "one ol the first guitai heroes
ol the baby boom.'' Ray. along
witii parlnei loin C ilovei. has
opened tor bob Dylan, U.B.
King Beck, Bonnie Rail and
more. I lis latest solo ailempt is
Snake lives, which features a
variety ol classic 12-string blues

ft'Sarah Forney
ft' Ashley Fortress

and updated R&Bhits,
Also adding to thee
mix of performers is Calvin
Cooke. Cooke takes an innova
igtlis

lO-stiingpedal sieel When
asked where he i ame upon this
unique inning, mixed with precision and speed, he simp:
that it came to him In a vision.
Rounding out the mix is one
of the original Bhtes men, I ddie
Kirkl.mil kiikl.in.l v.a.bomin
lamaica where musical gri
ale imbedded ill the soul
Playing with the likes of lolm
lee Hookei andiiiis Redding
Kirkland has had numerous
critically at i laimed releases
during the 70s and 80s and is
tespet ted as one of the best in
blues and soul, who dabs in
funk, rock and country blues

ibi- ii. KOI five different performers (also included in Ihe
mix is the rockincsi iolk singer

: lived, lason
Ringenbergandoneol the last
,<■ piano players.
Ilig loe Duskinl will tentatively
begin al7pin. on Saturday
night, ending with a Jam session ofaDparth Ipanta
The cost ol the conference
and com en is S20 in advance
and dekets al the door for the
■ii will be S1H (thisdoes
not include the conference,
howe,.

one who attends the
nice will come away with
something, whether n !*■ knowledge, a fortune, a book, a CD or
jusi agreatei appro ladonofthe
lastingtraditioncalled die
blues.

C. McDonald's
D. Frischs

A. Burger King
B. Wendy's

s.pieuoaow

Q

THE KEWAE cJAM PARTY IS BACK
CUMULUS
WELCOMES

THE

C«v\ ye*A name 4 words \v\ the

YVAIIHtS

ft' Stefanie Hillkirk

said.

Cooke to perform at conference

&" Ellen Breitfeller
ft' Amy Dammeyer

-1: < i locMosicr. the
I lilet lui ol MaiM-ling&
Communications for die Toledo
Opera.
"Sweeney Tbdd the Demon
Barber of l-kvt Street," is somewhat of ai i oss lieiween a musical and an op.
Ion
the legend ol a half-mad 19th
century English bai lier driven lo
crime when a judge lakes his wile
and child from him. He fat Joined
bya baker named Mrs. Lovett
whose meat pies become the talk
ol the town. Shows are scheduled
Ini Pi,.
7: lo p.m.;
Saturday Now 23 at 730 p.m. and
Sunday, Nov. 24 at 2 run.
.ai the loleiio Opera will
be offering student msh tickets.
Student msh ii< kefs are any
remaining tickets for that da
performance, Mosiei said. No
reservations will l>e taken for sin
dent rush tickets Student rush
tickets will be sold on a firstcome, I

't tpera has become one of the
fastest growing forma of enterlainiiienl among college students." Mosicr said. "During the
pasi yeai and ahaV I have
worked lor the loledo Opera 1
have noticed an Increase In the
amount ol college students in
attend ■
Prices for student msh tickets
ol"l;i lraviala"areSI2lorlhc
■ SlOonOct.
II and $8 on Oct 13. Student
Rush tickets may be obtained
only at Ihe Valentine Theatre box
o Hire. Ill iiiinules before curtain
time op the date of performance
nts must show a valid, CUP
rent Mgh school or college student II'm order to purchase student i n-.h tu ki
lor i hose wishing to reserve
,KH ai ii e seats lo "I a Tr.iviala." a
idem disiountis
'.ii ihe Friday and
Sunday performances, Rot
student ticket pikes
and reservations, I all Toledo
Opera
or mil-free,

tvyglisk ItVigLAOge fltdt don't
vH\y»v\e with any ot\t\er Word???

ft Kelly Gridon
ft Ashley Hall
ft Rita Hawthorne
ft Katie lllausky

ft'SaraNobile

ft* Jaime Johnson

ft Jessica Ramirez
ft Carrie Rossman

ftErinKirby

ft Erika Ryan

ft Christina Lampi

ft Elaine Segura

ft Melissa McManus
ft Holly Mullinger

ft Amy Staib
ft Amanda Viancourt

ft Molly Nicholson

ft'KatherineWest

■ ZV .£• eiaz eiM • ZV.t; • e»Z eiiao . zv £* • E'3' "uaa • zv

BLUE SUIT PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

Vineyjrcj
church in BG /

...demonstrating passion for God
and compassion for people
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O.UV rm

SEAGATE
V
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■lore i.nforroati on

C

401 JEFFERSON AVE • TOLEDO

4-19.686.8117

tICKnS Al IHE SiAGAlf BOX OFFICi (419) 131-5007 MOSIRVKIOUIKK1, AT All
Wvtmj"°r OUTLETS (BOOGIE RECORDS). hdcermoitwwm * CHARGE-BY-PHONE (419) 474-1331

PRODUCED BY JNPCONCERTS.COM

Cucic
$Wcrks

ST\/[?eNT tt&WS
"All

A BLUES CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 5, 2002
Macomber Building, 1501 Monroe St, Toledo
Conference starts at 1:00 pm with
LECTURES - WORKSHOPS
BLUES FILMS - PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
keynote speaker. Jim O'Neal (founder of Living Blues magazine)
workshops by Eddie Bums. "Snaker" Dave Ray & Robert Jones
films include Alan Lomax's "The Land Where The Blues Began"
CONCERT at 7 pm
EDDIE KIRKLAND - BIG JOE OUSKIN
"SNAKER" DAVE RAY
JASON RINGENBERG - CALVIN COOKE
III
J!L

TICKETS: Conference
Concert

»J-i

at: Boogie Records. 3301 W Central, Toledo
or www.blue-suit.com

$15 (S18 at door)

»

Day, Everyday"

Bicycle Sales K Service

(419) 352 9375

Mon:
11am-1:30am
Tues: 11 am-1:30am
Wed:
11 am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am

248 South Main St.
shopcyclewerks.com

Year end Clearance!
On Hikr\. Roi'lerhl.ules, Selective clothing, and much more!

(papa)
^g 2§£ fj^j cash, checks

•Bii v< Irs

•Rolkrbiades

r

"\ r
1 Large
1 Item
*****

fefMJS
•O.iklv) \iint:
A (hilhtng

1 Extra Large 1 Item

I

$&**!

I

QD

•Blrkenstock sandals
•Ping Pong labhs
i
•English Darts
•Skateb
•Scooters

<Jh
cannoncfa/e
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Hidden Japan exhibit opens today
EXHIBIT. FROM PAGE 7
the silver medal from the
International Exhibition organized by the An Directors dub of
New York.
The Consulate General of Japan
in Detroit and the University
Asian Studies Program sponsors
the "Hidden Japan" exhibit With
the help of these organizations
the exhibition will take place in

the Willard Wankciman Gallery in
the Fine Arts Center.
The opening reception will take
place today at 5p.m. The exhibit
can be seen every Tuesday
through Saturday from 10 am. to
4 p.m. and Sundays from 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m. until October 20. The
exhibit will also be closed on all
University holidays.
"We affirm and support the
Bowling Green State University

goals of excellence, collaboration.
diversity and outreach with exhibitions and programming
designed to stimulate and educate artists and art audiences,
communicate ideas, and promote the vitality and significance
of the arts," Nathan said. "The
Galleries Program serves BGSU
students and staff, and the individuals and families of Northwest
Ohio area community."

(nday. October 4, 2002 9

Classified
Ads
372-6977
IV BG Nrai -ill no* hnowiufl, *,tr- *!.,.
tunimite lh« tli-.nimmtr ur cmiungr Jionin
iruix-i agMnw any iikhvnhul W giogp mt the
luii uf race, wi u+«. .irol, tilijmn. nainxial
origin, araaal larararauixi. UiuKlitv MMHt a* ■
vrtma. or on H* IWn of aajr other kg ally pm
mini >Ului

Department holding
Camelot auditions

EVENTS, FROM PAGE 7
Sunday

The University Department
of Theatre will be holding auditions for "A Christmas Carol,"
which will be performed Dec 38.
Auditions will take place at 6
pin on Sunday and Monday in
400 University Hall. There will
be half-hour slots in three categories: singing, dancing and
acting Those auditioning are

1 p.m -4pm
Hidden Japan
WkudH/ankelman Outlay
2 p.m
Women's Soccer against Ohio
University

Soccer Field
930 pm
UA0 Movie: "How Hifh"
Student Union Thester

\<P

\<t>

,\<l>

A*

A*

,\<t>

A<t>

\<t>

A<t>

A<l>

A<4> |

advised to sign up for all three
categories to improve their
chances of getting a part Signup sheets are posted on the
third floor of South Hall outside
the Theater Department offices.
Callbacks for all three categories will be held on Tuesday
at 6 pm. in 400 University Hall.
Auditions are open to all majors
and all ages.
iltl

Mil

.Mil

Mil

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Come join the sisters ot ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA tor informal recruitment on Oct. 7 from 8-tO p.m.1
Hope to see you there!
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Lost/Found

Mil

Mil

MM

»1 Spring Break Vacations!
Honest Destinations • Best Prices
Book Now1 Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
endiesssummertours.com

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the tacts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS
America's »1 Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849

Services Offered

Mother of 3 offering in-home child
care has fulUpt. time openings for
newborns/school age children.
Call 419-353-6285

Mil

\MI

Mil

Katie Kiln*
Haley LaFollette
Justin Lowry
Miranda Mason
Lindsay Maize
Kali* Piatak
Mike Scaparrotti
Stephanie Schroeder
Amy Surgeon
Kacy Vander Horst
Andy Vollmar
Kathryn Wells
Julia Wise

One month unlimited tanning $30
Two months unlimited tanning $45
Semester unlimited tanning $55
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Wanted

BRAND NEW APT O Sterling, on
Napoleon. Furnished, ind.
Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub, tttness
« computer ctr, air co & parking. No
deposit Take over lease thru May
2003 $355/mo Bonus if signed by
Sept 15 Call 419-346-3486

©th. BLACK SWAAtPPUB
Wng$, Potato SWrrs, i Ncxhos Grand* nil b<

J\

WALF-0FF iirtl gamtJm.
Tr*Pl*Of«BluJth

Azn

M II .Mil Mil .VII

Learn a skill loc Irle Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out O aanderaonifbl—-com

Stortyour
Pr«-gom« HOMECOMING Fffl

Fall 2002 Pledge Class

Azn

Ann Michael Stickles win be
opening a new salon Call lor into at
419-806-0008 to see how soon
Thank you for your support.

Mil

Delta Sigma Pi
Duitin Alt
Allyson Balr
Jimmy Bartkc
Kali* Blickemtaff
Bath Camay
Sarah Clingar
Kali* Danison
Samantha Grocli
Rich Griffith
Stephanie Hoelsman
Cheryl Homan
Jill Homing
Dust in Hull

Personals

Loan referrals, we can help.
Good/bad credit Call Perks Inc
1 -888-227-8125
LOSE WEIGHT NOW- ask how
www.bodyequislte com
1-888-203-9416

Lost Cat. "Mia*, long hair, domestic,
orange, black & gray. Squirrel-like
tail. Animal print bell collar Contact
Rob 0 419-297-8935 REWARD

Mil

Services Offered

SPRING BREAK Cancun. Jamaica,
S. Padre & Florida. Free parties,
food 4 drinks1 BEST hotels & LOWEST priceslwww breakerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026

Campus Events

Calendar of events

Travel

Mil ill

/ Fui Service at 11:50am. \

BGSU

homecomin
iNCONciSi

celebration

It's not a tailgate party without great food. Be sure to include
a party platter from SUBWAY* with your choice of veggies and
toppings on fresh baked bread. Ask your sandwich artist* for details.
74 noun advance wot* may be raquMM.
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CONVENTION CENTER

TICKETS AT THE BOX OFFICE 1419) 321-5007 (NO SERVICE CHARGE).
AT ALL tKAormjlfcfOUTLETS. CHARGE-BV-PHONE 1419) 474-1333
& ONLINE AT TICKETMASTER.COM

Tuffy Does It Right!
Auto Service
Centers
Tom and the crew at
Tufty invite you to
come in for an
alignment today!

•

1234 H. Main St
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www.subway.com

NOW OPEN
Get all your Falcon merchendise
for the game at BG SPORTi
20 >o off all Falcon merchandise

M-F 8*m-6pm / SAT 8am-2 pm
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LIFETIME WARRANTED

LIFETIME WARRANTED

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

MUFFLERS

50% SB
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LUBE/OIL/FILTER
A TIRE ROTATION

*21

Valid At:
524 E.Woostof • 828 S. Main St

www.coUNTiryc.CROWS.coM
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TUNE-UP

QC' Most Care
*«* and Light
Truckt
tUuota:d Bar ot change «* up lo 5 ouana or ourtly
C*go motor ot: cnaaaia Int and a contMa vatade aawy
napacaon Rotate al lour to "Vi leu at otier oaan

•-CYCUNDER

TUNE-UP
•-CYCUNDER

TUNE-UP

$3495
$4495
$5495

353-2444 - Bowling Green

Woodland Towno Centra

419-353-69B9

•Fraternity and Sorority Shirts
•Team Uniforms
•Columbia Sportswear •Danskin
Specializing in Hockey & Baseball Equipment

♦Cd

Sportswear
Sport*

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

1 M <w Fe subleasar lot spring.
Own room. $325'mo at Sterling
Wash/dry Call 419-353-5658

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR FLAG FOOTBALL. COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE-HOME
TEST AND APPLICATION BY OCT
14 FORMS AVAILABLE FROM 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK
WEB SITE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS ON OCT 15.16,
AND 17.

"Rooms available, own room, next
to campus. Also, inexpensive
second semester apts.
Call 419-3530325 9am-9pm.

Sublease! needed tor spring/summer semester. Own room.Wash/dry,
pool, hot tub & rec ctr at Sterling
Apts Call Colleen 419-353-3595
SuMMtara needed. 2 bdrm apt on
N Enterprise. Jan-May 03
Call Lauren 354-7842

Help Wanted

$1,OOOS WEEKLY!! Stutl
envelopes at home lor $2.00 eacft ♦
bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make $800 *
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies
For details, send 1 stamp to: N-181
PMB552, 12021 Wilshire Blvd..
Los Angeles. CA 90025
$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided
1-800-293-3985 ext 541
ATTENTION, Dancers Wanted.
Earn up to $2000 per week.
Work (or the best Must be 18
Apply in person at
Deja Vu 135 S Byrne Rd , Toledo
Diamond River
Classy yet casual steak & seafood
restaurant looking tor experienced
servers. Short shirts, great $.
Will work around class schedule.
2215 Tiffin Ave. across from Meijer.
Looking for childcare giver in Perrysburg home Mon & Wed. evenings.
Call Kay-Lynne at 419-873-1563
Male/Female Bartenders Fri. & Sat.
nights Perrysburg Banquet Hall
(419)-874-1951
"Marketing Associate
Local investment advisory practice
looking lor an individual who is selfmotivated w/excellent verbal skills
for telephone-based marketing.
Organization skills a must NO direct
selling Investment industry experience & Series 7 license helpful,
neither required Position will
provide right person w/excellent
opportunity to grow & learn an
exciting industry the right way Competitive hourly wage. Fax resume to
419-891-2281 il interested

Part-time peschool teacher needed
for childcare center in Waterville.
Education majors encourage to
apply. Please call (419) 878-4190
Telephone interviewing. No sales.
Flexible scheduling Some days,
mostly evenings A weekends. Up to
$7* per hour. In Perrysburg. 8749541
VAN DRIVER- part-time. Provide
transportation to & from social services agency. Must be between ages
of 21-65, possess a valid Ohio drivers license 4 an excellent driving record. 10-13 hours a week. Must be
available from 2-4 p.m. M-F w/possible additional hours on Fri. morning.
Salary $7.69/hr. Submit resume and
cover letter to lorls8crc.wcnet.org
or Children's Resource Center, P.O.
Box 738, Bowling Green, OH 43402.
WORK FROM HOME
www.mcbroomglobalenterprise.com
1-888-225-0385

For Sale

1 26 GHZ Windows XP Computer
for sale 256 MB RAM, 20 GB HD.
Ethernet, Modem, 17" monitor,
wireless keyboard & mouse,
printer & scanner. Computer
service plan through 7/31/05. $500
cocoabgnel or 419-308-2190
1987 Volkswagen Jetta.
Runs great. Dependable $1200
Call 352-3021
2 new loft beds.
Paid $160 a piece, selling for $60.
Call 419-283-5247

1/2 house approx. 1,000 sq. ft. rent
$400, deposit $400. Rent includes;
utilities, cable, local phone, C/A,
W4D, bedrm. furnished, parking
space, non-smoking, no pets. Ret
Call 419-352-7637.
2 bedroom, non smoking furnished
apt Close to campus, includes
utilities Call Tim 353-5074.
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534 B S. College- 3 BR Duplex. 1
1/2 Baths. AC. Avail Now! $800/mo
233 W. M«rry-4 BR House zoned
tor 4 unrelated. Avail Now! $840/mo.
Locally owned and maganged.
Please call EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd.
At (419) 354-2854

1 Religious
denominations
Code of silence
More crafty
Let it stand
Destiny
Added zest
Cedar Breaks state
European thrush
Egyptian viper
Sunken fence
Property claim
Work lor
Ostrich cousin
Guitar stroke
Whip stroke
Eve's grandson
Acknowledge
Equipped with
paddles
30 Veracity
31 Like Cheerios
32 Letters on vitamins
33 Sass
34 Prosecutprs, for short
37
Paese cheese
38 Earlier
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ACROSS

Cheap 2 bdrm. furnished apartment.
across from campus, available
spring semester Call 419-353-2891
Fall Specials. 2 bdrm. apts. available in serene park-like setting. From
$550 mo., includes appliances, heat.
& refurbished entries.
Bowling Green Village
419-352-6335
Fully lurnished efficiency. $455 for
1 person. Monthly leases, includes
all utilities, cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn & Studios. 352-1520
Nowly remodtlM 3 bdrm apt
downtown. Available now. Will
negotiate lor« of occupants.
(419)-354-1612 exf. 301 or 351
Nice 3 BR furnished house, 2 car
garage, quiet & walk to BGSU,
available Jan.-Aug., $850/mo. plus
utilities, (419)-353-6803
Roommate needed ASAP.
$250 per month.
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Sty matriarchs
Baton Rouge sch.
Composer Gustav
Radiate
Deckle
Hebrew prophet
Earth-centered view
ol the universe
Country singer Travis
Casual talk
Writer Quindlen
Sault .. Marie
Female sandpiper
_-mo
Yo-yo trick
Love affair
First name in gymnastics
Old-time boxer Max
Bony outgrowths
Bugle call
Wading bird
Rib

48
53
54
55
57
61
63
65
68
69
70
71
72
73

Frodo's story, with The"
Average score
Old gray mare
Broadcast
Queens stadium
Egyptian Christian
Fracas
Prepare for an assault
Biblical mount
Rage
River in Normandy
Assails
WWII troop transport
Resting spot
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Guitars • Amps • Drums
Sound & Lighting
Instruments & Accessories
Rentals & Sales
— Service & Lessons
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'32 E Wooste'St
Bowling G'een. OH 43402
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f "vegan Products 'Organic Produce & Bulk Food -special Diets
;
Envlro-Frlendly -Cleaning Products & Cosmetics
•smoothies 'Fresh Juice produce 'Lunch Specials

Nniill Idiiktiin:'-

*Newly Renovated Haven House*
All Residents receive a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
Indoor heated swimming pool & sauna. HydraSpa Whirlpool,
^^
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower facilities.

530 S Maple St.

(419)352-9378

Hours M-F 8-12, 1-5
or by appointment
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Bahamas Party

Cruise $299
Cancun
Jamaica $469

Lower duplex across from
Campus. Off street
parking. $450.00
332 SOUTH MAIN STREET

419-352-5620

www.newloverealIy.com
Email: newlol@dacor.net

www.SprlagBreakTravelcora

1-800-678-6386

Management Inc.

NOW OPEN
IlillsdaleApt. 1082 Fairview.

It's Do or Dye
Q

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

2 Bdrms - A/C
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal
Bath ic I/2 - Washer/Dryer Hookup
Slarling at S68O/M0 + Utilities
Call 353-5800

fe(«tM(

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

£xc<ta*t*t
Bull Creek Painlball Park
A fji.iston of R&8 Games - An Action pacred AAvnrufer
30 acre Pamtball Park • Ten Playing Fields &
Speedball Private Group Outings & Parties •
Paintball Gun Rental, Sales & Repairs
largest Pamtball Selection In the aiea
Shop R&B tor aft your pamtball needs'
Bull CraeK Pamtoall Park ■ Ponage 266-4799 • R&B
Games - Bowling Green 353-2176 • Findlay 427-2176 •
Fostona 435-4225

,/••

$r
any paintball
rental package

12/1/02

One Hour Photo (R)

(1:45), 4:30, 7:15, #9:40
Sweet Home Alabama (PG-13)
(2:00), 4:45, 7:30, #10:00
The Banger Sisters (R)
(2:10), 4:55, 7:40, #10:10

Call 419-354-0558 for Movl* Tim.s
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Kvergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
ErTictcncies & I Bdrm (one left)
Laundry on site
Starts at S250/Mo
Call 353-5800

S2.d6"OFF:

Red Dragon (R)
(1:30), 4:15, 7:00, #9:50
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«228 S. College - L:
2 bdrm unfurn. FREE GAS
HEAT. WATER & SEWER
$375.00

i irM'inri

Showtimes
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2 bdrm unfurn. Apt. FREE
GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER. $425.00 +
utilites.

blaeluwamuboolBfflRrsxoiM

175 N. Main St., Bowling Green
354-7000

starting at $285
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w/chicken. broccoli & almonds

Wineraaking,
Homebrew Supplies!
& Cigars

Vegetarian Cafe &
Health Food Store

Apartments in Town!

V
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*709 Fifth:
2 bdrm 2 bath large apt.
Unfurn. $400.00 +
utilities.

20% off Dlne-in only
Good till 10/15/02
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Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom
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12" Calf. White Pizza

«B^'203N.Main
"„„,..
352-5166
is nn Minimum
^■^^
S5.00
Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri.»Sat.»Sun

Mill Mill Mill

■Maniixa 'Ambrosic*
Jactyn Qiftert
Kristin "Bruni*
VaCerie Longfiefd*
Jacquetine Ciari.
Qirta Vayonetti*
'Kristin Co(e((a
Olivia Termer
"Ebzabeth Scttroedcr*
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Love, her DZ sisters
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homecoming court
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Bowling Green Music and Sound Ltd.
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Do it wrong
Goes in again
Poet Teasdale
Go one better
Greek letter
Diamond surfaces
Dog or fox chaser?
In abundance
Earth pigment
Return to defaults
Wound covering
Take on
Periods
Land unit
Singer Collins
Swelled heads
Cicero's lang
Drenched

ANSWERS
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39
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42
45
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56
57
58
59
60
62
64
66
67

VOTED BEST PIZZA 10 STRAIGHT YEARS

Call (419)-352-7305.
Small 1 bdrm apartment. 402 1/2
E. Court. $330/plus utilities.
Steve Smith 419-352-8917
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2 bedroom., furnished.
1 block from campus.

'90 VW Jetta GL. 5 speed, moon
roof, stereo. Clean, drive anywhere.
$1800 OBO. 419-353-1271
Microsoft X-Box w/2 cont. Comes
w/Madden 02, Halo & Pro|.
Gotham Racing. Like new. $250.
419-353-0845 Ask for Jason.

'
'*

Management Inc.
Willow House Apl. 830 4th St
! Bdrm - A/C
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at S400/Mo + Elcc & Gas
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Graceland, 208/212 S Church St.
(;KAD STUDENT ONLY
2 Bdrm. - A/C
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Close to Downtown
Suiting at S6OO/M0 • Utilities
Call 353-5800

Barbershop (PG-13)
(2:15), 5:00,7:45, #10:15

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.

() = Sat. and Sun. times only
# = Fri., Sat., and Sun. times only

www.wcnet.org/-mecca

